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Introduction

E

very day in communities across Ontario local
governments work hard to deliver crucial services
to their citizens; garbage trucks collect waste, police
officers patrol the streets, and public works’ fix potholes.
Across the province, however, the demands that local
governments face are becoming increasingly complex.
From budget shortfalls, an infrastructure deficit, aging
populations, and a looming social housing crisis, the list of
challenges facing the municipal sector continues to grow.
At the same time, steady urbanization, rapid technological
change, demographic transformation, and globalization
have all dramatically transformed the makeup and
expectations of Ontarians.

Solving the challenges facing Ontario’s 444 local
governments will require bold leadership and thoughtful
policy guidance. This submission reflects advice that
professional municipal public servants provide to elected
officials every day in each community across this province.
The principled recommendations ensure municipal
politicians and public servants maintain and acquire the
tools they need to make their communities safer, stronger,
and more vibrant.
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The Context of Local Government
The 2019 budget comes at an important time for Ontario’s
municipal sector as newly elected councils will grapple with
an increasingly complex set of demands.
Municipalities have adapted to rapid change by moving to
citizen-centred services, regional cooperation agreements,
lean management, enhanced community consultation and
outreach efforts, open data/government, and the adoption
of digital technology. Yet challenges remain.

Over the past 150 years municipal governments have grown
to become more sophisticated and deeply enmeshed in the
everyday lives of their citizens. Yet despite the growth and
maturity of local governments, too often federal issues tend
to dominate most discussions about intergovernmental
affairs. For example, equalization and sovereignty are
prioritized at the expense of the services that are closer to
home, like policing, planning, social welfare, and transit.

Policy Advice for a Stronger Ontario
As the province’s largest voluntary association of municipal
professionals, AMCTO members are on the front line of
local government policy and management across a range
of service areas (see chart 1). They are frequently called
upon by councilors and the community to provide advice
and develop solutions to some of this province’s most
intractable problems.
To address the grand challenges facing Ontario
municipalities, this submission offers principled guidance
from municipal professionals to the new government, and
reflects the counsel that AMCTO members provide across
every community in this province.

Chart 1: AMCTO Membership Breakdown
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Principles for an Effective
Provincial-Municipal Relationship
The relationship between the province and its municipalities is especially important for local government professionals, who are subject to provincial policies, laws, regulations
and financial transfer arrangements. Indeed, provincial
laws and regulations impact almost every aspect of municipal business. It is therefore a worthy reminder that any
discussion about improving governance at the local level
must begin with principles for improving and maintaining a
strong provincial-municipal relationship.
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Respecting Municipal Diversity
Historically, the province developed policy based on the
assumption that all municipalities are the same. Yet the
challenges and strengths of each local government are
different, especially in rural vs. urban, small vs. large,
and north vs. south. The default inclination to treat all
municipalities as if they are same ignores the fact that some
municipalities have fewer than 5 employees who are deeply
connected to the local community while some are larger
than provincial governments with robust financial controls,
rigorous accountability regimes, and sophisticated policymaking functions (Cote and Fenn, 2014, 25).
Chart 2: Percentage of Ontario Municipalities by
Revenue Size

The “one size fits all” approach to provincial-municipal
relations often creates perverse outcomes that would not
be tolerated in other sectors. Policy makers at the federal
and provincial level, for instance, have worked hard to
ensure that small businesses are regulated differently from
large corporations. Yet in the municipal sector, the same
measures are applied to the Township of Cockburn Island
and its two residents as they are to the City of Mississauga.

Chart 3: Percentage of Ontario Municipalities
by Population Size
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Responsible Orders of Government
Local governments in Ontario currently operate within a
very restrictive legislative and regulatory environment.
They have often been referred to as ‘creatures of the
provinces’ because Canada’s Constitution assigns the
provinces responsibility for local institutions and all
provinces in Canada have some legislation governing their
municipalities (Slack et al., 2013, 2).

and management at the local level. Municipalities are
responsible for a substantial and growing range of public
services (see table 1) and if they are driven strictly by
compliance and rote functionality they will struggle to
truly become modern, fiscally sustainable agents of good
governance, who promote professionalism, ethics, and
accountability.

The province should view municipalities as responsible
governments in order to promote effective governance
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Table 1: Federal-Provincial-Municipal Division of Responsibilities

MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT

PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Administration of Justice
• Education
• Hospitals
• 	Natural Resources and the
Environment
• Property and Civil Rights
• Social Services
• Provincial Highways
• Culture and Tourism
• Prisons
• Post-Secondary Education

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Airports
Ambulance
Animal Control
By-law Enforcement
Arts and Culture
Child Care
Economic Development
Fire Services
Garbage Collection and Recycling
Electric Utilities
Library Services
Long Term Care and Senior Housing
Road Maintenance
Parks and Recreation
Public Transit
Planning
Police Services
Property Assessment
Public Health
Social Services
Water and Sewage

Citizenship
Criminal Law
Copyright
Employment Insurance
Foreign Policy
Money and Banking
National Defence
Trade and Commerce
Post Office

Legislating Outcomes, Not Behaviours
Nevertheless, the province is the regulator of local government and there is a role for it to play in guiding policy and
practice within the municipal sector. However, regulation
should focus on outcomes and not behaviours. There is
leeway for the province to provide broad guidance and
direction but not to impose overly proscriptive requirements, such as the specific wording of council resolutions
or when and what documents to send via official mail. Yet,
over recent times, policy from the province and its agencies
have been far too proscriptive and are developed without a
concrete understanding of the factors that affect its implementation. Local governments have the best access to local
information and are better positioned to respond to local
needs than the provincial or federal government (Cote and
Fenn, 2014, 20).
The use of overly proscriptive provincial policy is also now
increasingly out-of-step with the ‘silent revolution’ of decentralization that has been taking place in municipalities
across the world since the 1980s. More and more countries
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have recognized that allowing decisions to be made by the
level of government that is closest to the people leads to
greater fairness, accountability and responsiveness.
In the United Kingdom, for instance, decision-makers have
identified the central state as a barrier to good local governance and have been transitioning from highly proscriptive
legislative direction towards local control over governance,
planning, and finance (Cote and Fenn, 2014, 21).
Unnecessarily prescriptive and command-and-control
policy making from the province also limits the ability of
local governments to experiment, innovate, and ultimately
improve program and service delivery. More collaborative
and outcome-oriented policy from the province would give
municipalities the ability to meet provincially-set targets in
the way that is the most effective and appropriate for them,
without being forced to replicate a process mapped out by
the province.

Recommendations

Promote Fiscal Sustainability
Protect Municipal Transfer Payments: Ontario
municipalities of all sizes are facing a challenging fiscal
situation. Over time, significant downloading has resulted
in an increasingly complex and costly set of services being
offered and administered at the local level. As a result, it
has been challenging for many communities to finance
these services for their citizens.
This is especially true for rural, and northern Ontario
communities that are low or non-growth making them
increasingly dependent on transfer payments, notably,
through the Ontario Municipal Partnership Fund (OMPF).
To demonstrate this, the aggregated average OMPF
contributions for municipalities makes up 24.18% of own
purpose revenue (Financial Information Returns, 2017).
Over the past several years, municipalities have begun
to suffer from an already steady decline in OMPF funding

allocations (see table 2). Any further reductions will be
severely damaging to many of the 389 of 444 municipalities
who rely on it to service their respective communities.
Reductions will vary across municipalities and will
require a tax levy increase to compensate. For example,
a 25% OMPF reduction would require an average of a 6%
levy increase province wide to be off-setting (Financial
Information Returns, 2017).
Even in maintaining the OMPF funding envelope from the
previous year, the sector continues to face a $4.9 billion
annual unfunded shortfall (AMO, 2017, 5). The effect of an
OMPF cut or another transfer payment reduction for the
sector will be significantly damaging and the provincial
government should not seek to achieve its fiscal goals by
jeopardizing municipal fiscal sustainability.

Table 2: Historical OMPF Allocation by Grant (in millions of $) Over Time
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Source: Association of Municipalities Ontario, 2016
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Allow Municipalities Access to Greater Revenue Tools:
The largest source of revenue for Ontario municipalities
has historically been property taxes (see chart 4). Relying
on property taxes is not a sustainable model, especially
for smaller rural or northern municipalities with limited
assessment bases where the revenue raising capacity of
property taxes is limited. For example, a 1% property tax
increase raises less than $50,000 for more than half of
Ontario’s municipalities (AMO 2017, 6). The government
should explore providing municipalities with access to
new revenue tools in order to allow local governments the
ability to effectively attend to their many responsibilities
into the future.
Chart 4: Sources of Municipal Revenue, 2016

“Property taxes don’t grow with the economy
in the way sales or income taxes do. Politicians
at other levels of government do not have to
adjust tax rates every year to keep up with
inflation, but municipal politicians do.”
– Sheila Block and Alexandra Weiss

Chart 5: Concerns about the Rate of Future
Property Tax Increase
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Continue to Invest in Infrastructure: Notwithstanding
long-term investment from the federal and provincial
governments in the past three budgets, there remains
an immense infrastructure gap in Ontario largely due to
the significant downloading of asset ownership to the
local level over several decades. (see chart 6). AMO has
calculated that for municipalities to confront the $60
billion-dollar infrastructure gap, while also maintaining
current service levels, municipalities would have to increase
property taxes by 8.35% every year for the next ten years
(AMO 2017, 5). Raising property taxes is not a sustainable
solution to address Ontario’s infrastructure gap and the
government should grow infrastructure investment as a
funding priority moving forward.

Source: Nanos Research, Perceptions of Ontarians on Municipal Issues, 2017

Chart 6: Federal, Provincial & Municipal Asset Ownership
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Strengthen Municipal-Provincial Relations
Reduce the Reporting Burden: Municipalities report to
the province on a range of programs and policy initiatives
which helps the province ensure accountability, monitor
performance, and that funding is being spent appropriately.
Municipalities, however, are having to provide a greater
number of reports on a range of new areas (Côté and Fenn
2014). With new reporting requirements being added and
not enough taken away, Ontario’s municipalities are facing
a sizeable reporting burden.
In 2017 AMCTO published Bearing the Burden: An Overview
of Municipal Reporting to the Province. The report revealed
that the province collects hundreds of reports from municipalities every year. AMCTO conservatively estimates that the
province collects at least 422 reports from municipalities
every year - this is 225 separate reports, collected monthly,
quarterly, biannually, and annually.
In December 2018, the Honourable Minister of Municipal
Affairs and Housing Steve Clark notified all Ontario Heads
of Council about his plan to address the reporting burden.
AMCTO applauds the Minister for taking up this initiative

and looks forward to working across government to create
lasting change around improved municipal reporting.
Enhance Collaboration and Consultation: AMCTO believes in the principle of maintaining a mature and respectful relationship with senior orders of government. Local
government professionals appreciate that they serve the
same citizens as other orders of government and seeks to
work in a consultative manner. By doing so, it ensures that
the diversity of perspectives and expertise is leveraged to
benefit local communities. This is best achieved when the
province respects the scope of municipal government.
The recent experience with Bill 5 and the City of Toronto
serves as a lesson. There is value to effective consultation
and engagement and local governments and associations
are prepared to establish a collaborative and cooperative
relationship around advancing public policy. Demonstrating this, AMCTO holds specific implementation expertise
and will make this readily available to the government for
future legislative reviews of the Municipal Elections Act, the
Municipal Act, and any other applicable legislation.

“As you have heard me say, reducing the provincial reporting burden affecting the
municipal sector is a priority for this government.”
- The Honourable Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing, Steve Clark
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Policy Reforms for Local Government
Reform Joint and Several Liability: Often referred to as
the “one percent rule”, Ontario’s Joint and Several Liability
tort system requires that defendants in civil suits who are
found to be as little as 1% at fault can still be required to
pay 100% of the damages. With the presumption that local
governments have substantial financial resources they have
become the targets of litigation and are being forced to
offer generous out of court settlements to avoid extensive
and expensive litigation due to high costs associated with
lawyers and insurance companies. Reforming joint and
several liability could save the municipal sector $27 million
in insurance costs and ensure that taxpayer money is
being spent in financially strapped areas (AMO 2017, 28).
To address this burden on local governments, AMCTO will
engage in coalition-building efforts with peer associations
to pursue a remedy as other jurisdictions in Canada have
already done.

Bring an End to Interest Arbitration: Ontario’s interest
arbitration system for years has been eroding the ability
and power of municipalities to negotiate with its fire and
police unions. Arbitrators do not consider local economic
conditions or ability to pay in their decisions. As a result,
base wages for police officers and firefighters have grown
at an average of 3.3% per year, compared to 2.7% for
other unionized municipal workers and 2.2% for those in
the private sector (see chart 7) (AMO 2011). While AMCTO
is pleased that the current government has identified
the need for reform to the interest arbitration system for
firefighters and is taking action on it in Bill 57, AMCTO hopes
to see such reforms expanded to the police and EMS.

Chart 7: Emergency Services Salary Costs (in Millions)
■ Police ■ Fire
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Reform the Provincial Offences Act (POA): Since 1997
under the Provincial Offences Act, it is the responsibility of
the municipality to administer courts and collect POA fines.
Municipalities currently lack effective collection tools to collect
a growing pool of unpaid fines, which AMO estimates amounts
to be approximately $1.4 billion (AMO 2017, 28). The system
is used to prosecute non-criminal charges such as traffic
offences, trespassing charges and liquor licensing violations.
AMCTO is supportive of the government reforming the POA to
provide municipalities with the tools for collection of existing
unpaid fines.
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AMCTO represents excellence in local government
management and leadership. AMCTO has
provided education, accreditation, leadership and
implementation expertise for Ontario’s municipal
professionals for over 80 years.
With approximately 2,200 members working
in municipalities across Ontario, AMCTO is
Ontario’s largest voluntary association of local
government professionals, and the leading
professional development organization for
municipal professionals.
Our mission is to provide professional
development, engagement opportunities,
advocacy and leadership in the sector, which
strengthens and supports the capabilities and
performance of municipal professionals.
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